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Launched on December 26, , as a model, [4] the front-wheel-drive Taurus was a very influential
design that is credited with saving Ford from bankruptcy , [4] bringing many innovations to the
marketplace [4] and starting the trend towards aerodynamic design for the American
automakers in the North American market. Development for the first-generation Taurus started
in the early s to replace the Ford LTD , [4] at the cost of billions of dollars , with a team led by
the vice president in charge of car development Lewis Veraldi dubbed "Team Taurus. The
Taurus' development employed a strategy of teamwork and customer communication that
would prove very influential for the automotive industry, [4] as it consolidated all of Ford's
designers, engineers, and marketing staff into a group who worked on the car collectively. After
its release, the Taurus became a strong seller, as over , would be sold in the model year, [4] and
over a million were sold by This generation of Taurus continued with only minor changes until it
was replaced in by the second-generation Ford Taurus. When production ended in , more than
2,, First-generation Tauruses had been sold. When Ford set out to develop the Taurus, they
employed a teamwork strategy that would be revolutionary in the car development process. As
a result, the interiors and exteriors of many American cars seemed "mismatched. The Taurus
went through many revisions throughout its development. Original prototypes contained a full
glass roof similar to that of the Subaru SVX , though it was deemed "too radical" and
abandoned. Ford resoundingly premiered the Taurus. In mid, Ford gathered executives and the
press for the unveiling of the Taurus and Mercury Sable. The outlines of the cars glowed green
through the curtain; as the curtain flew up, strobe lights flashed, highlighting the cars. Many
industry journalists, as well as executives at Ford and Chrysler , believed the Taurus was going
to be a failure. After being unveiled in , the Taurus quickly became one of the most anticipated
new cars of It went on to win many awards, most notably being named Motor Trend's Car of the
Year for , [13] as well as being named on Car and Driver 's Ten Best List for It was also received
very well by the public, as over , Tauruses were sold for the model year. Most notably, the
Taurus was prominently featured in the action film RoboCop , where modified LX sedans are
used as police vehicles driven by the titular character ; one of the Taurus sedans used in filming
is on display at the Branson Auto Museum in Branson, Missouri. The Taurus continues to
receive positive press, recognizing its lasting influence on the automobile industry. In , the
Taurus was exported to Japan in limited numbers and sold at Japanese auto dealerships called
Autorama a joint venture with Mazda , where the Taurus LX and the SHO were available in both
sedan and wagon versions with left-hand driving positions until To Japanese buyers, it was
regarded as a luxury vehicle as the exterior dimensions and engine displacement exceeded
Japanese government regulations , and buyers in Japan were liable for additional taxes. The
engines offered to Japanese customers, both the 2. The exterior of the Taurus used an
aerodynamic design, often likened to a ' jelly bean ' or 'flying potato,' [18] inspired by the design
of the Audi and Ford's own Tempo. The Taurus is credited with bringing many new design
features into the mainstream marketplace. Originally, the U. Ford had to convince them to
change the rule to allow the headlights be any shape, as long as they met federal lighting
standards. The wheels were also pushed out to the ends of the frame, and were flush with the
fender, instead of being recessed into the fender. This not only improved the car's
aerodynamics, but it also improved handling as well. These design features helped to make the
Taurus one of the most aerodynamic cars of its time, with an aerodynamic drag ratio of 0. Along
with the exterior of the Taurus, its interior is credited with introducing many innovations that
were later adopted onto all cars industry wide. To further enhance this "user friendliness", the
dashboard was designed to have all of the controls in the central area, within reach of the
driver. The left side of the dash also curved slightly around the driver, to make controls easily
accessible as well as creating a "cockpit" feel. The interior of the Taurus was highly
customizable by the buyer to fit their needs, as it had a large number of options, as well as
being available in three different configurations. The most basic model, the L see below , came
standard with just an AM radio and a front cloth bench seat, [21] while the LX, the highest
model, came with a large amount of standard equipment. The interior received a few major
upgrades during the first generation's production run. In , the model year Taurus got new door
panels that had built-in armrests and side speakers for the stereo. The L was the base model,
with only the most basic of equipment. The MT-5 was the second model, which was aimed at
Japanese imports, [21] as it was only available with a 4-cylinder engine and a five-speed manual
transmission hence the term MT In , the MT-5 wagon was dropped due to poor sales, and the
MT-5 was dropped altogether in Ford's 3. The 2. The Mercury Sable is a sister model of the
Taurus created and sold under Ford's near-luxury Mercury brand. Developed jointly with the
Taurus, the Sable shared most mechanical components but had a unique body and interior and
a longer length. These features later became a signature styling feature for all Mercury models
through the early s. Intended for a more upscale market, [4] it was available in two models, base

GS and high-end LS in sedan and station wagon body styles. Powertrain choices were the
same, though no manual transmission was offered. The first-generation Sable and Taurus were
produced concurrently through the model year. A prototype convertible Sable was displayed at
the North American International Auto Show , featuring a custom two-door body with a power
folding top that was built off a production sedan chassis. It never reached production, and the
convertible prototype was sold on eBay in Although it shared the same basic design of the
Taurus, it had a different drivetrain, [21] a different engine developed by Yamaha , [21] as well as
many cosmetic differences on both the exterior and interior. The SHO was not initially intended
to be produced when the Taurus was first developed; [26] it was produced after Ford shelved a
vehicle in development that was intended to compete with the Pontiac Fiero and Toyota MR2
replacing the Ford EXP , and needed to use up engines that were developed for this car by
Yamaha, which Ford was under contract to use. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a
complete overview of all Taurus models, see Ford Taurus. This article may require cleanup to
meet Wikipedia's quality standards. No cleanup reason has been specified. Please help improve
this article if you can. February Learn how and when to remove this template message. Motor
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Retrieved Taurus Car Club of America. Archived from the original on December 1, Ward's
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emulate the seat and interior design predominant in many German cars at the time. Motor Trend
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News. USA Today. Archived from the original on Jack Telnack eventually convinced Ford's
board of directors to vote on whether or not to use the grill-less nose, on which they eventually
decided to use on the production version. Despite this, many initial publicity shots of the
Taurus showed it with the black front grille. Canadian Driver. However, models available with a
manual transmission were only available in one configuration: bucket seats with a center
console and floor-mounted shifter. Archived from the original on September 27, Jon Mikelonis
and Matt Wilder. Ford Motor Company. Ford Taurus. First-generation â€” Second-generation â€”
Third-generation â€” Fourth-generation â€” Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€”
Seventh-generation â€”present, China. HSC 2. Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles
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exterior: [3]. FF Layout. Ford LTD for mid-size. Ford Taurus second generation. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Ford Taurus first generation. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown
Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST.
Focus RS. Sports car. The Mercury Sable is a range of automobiles that were manufactured and
marketed by the Mercury brand of Ford Motor Company. Introduced on December 26, as the
replacement for the Mercury Marquis , the Sable marked the transition of the mid-size Mercury
product range to front-wheel drive. From the to model years, the Sable was produced as a
mid-size vehicle; four-door sedan and five-door station wagon body styles were offered. For ,
the Sable was withdrawn, replaced by the full-size Montego and mid-size Milan. For , the Sable
was reintroduced as a full-size car, offered solely as a four-door sedan. Due to declining sales,
the Sable was discontinued after the model year, leaving no Mercury counterpart of the
sixth-generation Taurus. The final Sable was produced on May 21, ; in total, 2,, Sables were
produced during its â€” production. The Mercury Sable nameplate was derived from the sable ,
a weasel-like mammal from Russia that is valued for its smooth, dark fur. During the
development of the Sable, Mercury had become one of the final American brands to adopt
front-wheel drive into its vehicle line. In place of a traditional auto show unveiling, the launch
was held an MGM Studios soundstage where Gone with the Wind was filmed. Ford workers
came into the room, which was decorated in space-age decor, holding cups shaped like flying
saucers and the Taurus and Sable were sitting behind a curtain. With the flashing of strobe
lights and a drum-roll, the curtain was pulled back and the two cars were revealed to the public.
Replacing the mid-size Marquis Cougar prior to sedan and station wagon, to protect its
investment, Ford produced both model lines for the model year. The Sable was on Car and
Driver magazine's Ten Best list on its release in and again in and As with its Marquis
predecessor, the Sable used unibody construction. The Sable is equipped with four-wheel
independent suspension. Ford's 3. However, the 3. Some also attribute this to reduced
under-hood cooling. The first-generation Sable was offered in two body styles: a four-door

sedan and a five-door station wagon. In an extensive departure from its Marquis predecessor,
the Sable sedan shares only its doors and roof stamping with the Taurus; with the exception of
its front fascia, the Taurus wagon derives its body from the Sable. To differentiate its roofline,
the B, C, and D-pillars of the Sable sedan were blacked out for a "floating roof" effect. During its
production, the first-generation Sable underwent few changes. For , the exterior underwent a
mid-cycle revision; the amber parking lamp lenses were replaced by clear units and sedans saw
revisions to taillamp lenses. While the Sable shared largely the same interior features as the
Taurus, in a departure from tradition, the Sable was designed with a model-specific dashboard
partly integrated into the door panels. For , the Sable underwent a redesign of the dashboard to
accommodate the addition of a driver-side airbag; a CD player was added as an option. For the
model year, the second-generation Sable was introduced. The interior of the Sable underwent a
redesign of the door panels, dashboard, and interior controls. The base "GS" and luxury "LS"
trim levels were carried over from the previous generation. A front cloth bench seat was
standard on GS sedans and wagons, although cloth bucket seats were available on GS sedans
only. Higher-end cloth bucket seats were standard on LS sedans, but a bench seat was a no
cost option. A front bench was standard on LS wagons, with bucket seats optional. Leather
seating surfaces were available on all LS Sables. In for MY , unpopular optional features such as
the " InstaClear " heated windshield were eliminated. The wagon version was available with
mostly the same options as the sedan versions. With both rear split seats in the upright
position, standard cargo capacity was It featured leather bucket seats, Taurus LX-style alloy
wheels, special cladding, and many leather wrapped interior trim parts. The third-generation
Sable was introduced for the model year. As before, the Sable returned as a four-door sedan
and five-door station wagon. While mechanically identical to its Ford Taurus counterpart, the
sedans of the two model lines shared less sheetmetal than before, with only the front doors,
hood, and front fenders common between the Taurus and Sable as before, the Sable served as
the basis for Ford and Mercury station wagons. In contrast to the oval-influenced roofline of the
Ford Taurus, the Sable was styled with a sloped roofline with a rectangular rear window; the
model received its own front and rear fascias. The trim lines saw a minor revision, with the
Sable G introduced as a new entry-level model and the Sable LTS discontinued. For higher
sales volumes, the GS and LS made their return, offered both in sedan and station wagon form.
For the Sable G and GS, the standard engine was the 3. For the Sable LS, the standard engine
was a 3. For , the Sable underwent several cost-cutting revisions; several features of the LS
became available on the GS as options. The Sable received another redesign in for MY , which
minimized some of the oval design elements from the model, replacing them with more
conventional styling. The suspension was also softened to appeal to a broader, non-sporting
audience. The Sable included extra equipment on every trim level, including a CD player and
power driver's seat on the GS, and a power moonroof or leather interior on the LS. Inside were a
new instrument cluster and steering wheel. Due to the Mercury brand's discontinuation in
Canada, the fourth generation Sable was never available in the Canadian market. Thus it was
unique to the US and Mexico. The Mercury Montego and Milan were launched as replacements
for the Sable. The last Sable left the Atlanta plant on April 29, The fifth-generation Mercury Sable
was launched for the model year. Developed as a mid-cycle update of the Mercury Montego, the
production vehicle revived the more widely-recognized Sable nameplate at the Chicago Auto
Show. While approximately 10 inches shorter and pounds lighter than the Grand Marquis, the
fifth-generation Sable was the first produced as a full-size car. For the first time, the model line
was offered exclusively as a four-door sedan no Mercury counterpart of the Taurus X wagon
was developed. Front-wheel drive remained standard, with all-wheel drive becoming an option
for the first time. In the transition from the Montego to the Sable, a number of changes were
made to the body and chassis. The fifth-generation Sable adopted the trim lines of the Montego
and Milan, with an unnamed standard trim level and a top Premier trim. Water pumps on the to
Mercury Sable equipped with the 3. The water pumps on these engines are internally mounted
and driven by the timing chain. As a result, when they fail, antifreeze is dumped directly into the
crankcase; mixing with engine oil and potentially damaging the head gaskets and connecting
rod bearings. Many of these water pump failures occur without warning and repairs often cost
thousands of dollars as the engine needs to be disassembled or removed from the vehicle to
access the water pump. In some cases, the engine will need to be replaced outright. A class
action lawsuit was started against Ford as a result of this issue. During MY , Mercury introduced
a special edition of the Sable called the "LS Monochrome Edition", which as an option would
color the bumpers, side trim, and wheels white. Keeping with the name, only 50 were sold,
combined between GS and LS models. It was meant to use the SHO's chassis, interior, and
suspension, but not the engine. The Sable LTS remained in a " development hell " until mid
when it was introduced as a high end version of the Sable, but by then, it was just a highly

optioned LS. An unknown number of these Sables still exist, but a pristine condition GS in this
trim was sold on eBay in It was built from a sedan chassis and featured a completely custom
two-door body with a custom folding top. However, it was shelved; the only one sat in a
warehouse for years until it was given a VIN , titled, and driven. It was sold on eBay in In an
article in Automotive News circa an all aluminum "body in white" was made for a Sable. At the
time Audi had just released the A8, so it might have been an engineering exercise for
constructing all aluminum frames, as Jaguar has now. Whatever became of the "Aluminum
Sable Unibody", or if there was more than one, is unknown. From Wikipedia, the free
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compact. Personal luxury. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. The first
G-series was the 1G externally regulated alternator. The 2G was the second, but uses a power
plug instead of battery posts and cannot be upgraded. Usually swapped to the 3G Series which
is still in use and is easily upgraded. The 3G Series alternator features internal fans and voltage
regulator. First G-series to have internal voltage regulator. Same size diameter as the 3G, but
the 4G has a black metallic cover on the rear. Uses the same plug as the 3G series alternator.
We believe the 3G is the superior alternator, but the 4G series comes in several unique
mounting styles which aren't compatible with 3G series alternators. The 4G series side mount
looks visually similar to the 3G series Side Mount, but the mounting holes do not line up. This
series is very similar to the 3G series that came before. The stator is the same, but the rotor,
housings, rectifier, and regulator are different. Computer controlled voltage regulators were
also more common in this style of charging system than in the previous generations. The 6G
series alternator came in both large and small case versions. The mounting styles are largely
the same as the previous generations, though there are several mounting configurations which
are only available in the small case size. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade names used
for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle
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Privacy Policy. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a

few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. We also have a free in-store interchange system
to locate other vehicles that have the same exact parts. Inventory is updated daily so check
your email often! Need a car, truck, or van? Maybe your child needs some cheap transportation.
Our used car inventory includes listings from all locations. Each lot has a selection of running
and driving vehicles along with mechanic specials. Our admissions fee offsets the e
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xpense of maintaining a state-of-the-art recycling facility. Our facility is environmentally sound
and complies with all government regulation. Effective Sunday November 1st, our hours will be
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cross-referencing system Read More. Read More. There is always a wide variety, even if you
have to hunt for them. But for the price, you cannot go View Review. All rights reserved.

